When a system of spheres involves two parameters, their envelope consists in general of two sheets, say S and Si, and the centers of the spheres lie upon a surface S. A correspondence between S and Si is established by the points of contact on the same sphere. In general the lines of curvature on S and Si do not correspond.
When a system of spheres involves two parameters, their envelope consists in general of two sheets, say S and Si, and the centers of the spheres lie upon a surface S. A correspondence between S and Si is established by the points of contact on the same sphere. In general the lines of curvature on S and Si do not correspond.
When they do, we say that S is in the relation of a transformation of Ribaucour with Si, and vice versa. For the sake of brevity we call it a transformation R.
It is a known property of envelopes of spheres that if 8 be deformed and the spheres be carried along in the deformation, the points of contact of the spheres with their envelope in the new position are the same as before the deformation. Ordinarily when S for a transformation P is deformed, the sheets S' and S¡ of the new envelope are not in the relation of a transformation P. Bianchif has shown that when S is a surface applicable to a surface of revolution, it is possible to choose spheres so that for every deformation of S the two sheets of the envelope shall be in the relation of a transformation P. From the equations which Bianchi used to prove this result it can be shown that if S undergoes a single deformation so that the sheets of the new envelope are in the relation of a transformation P the conjugate system on the deform of S corresponding to the lines of curvature on the envelope is the same as before deformation.
It is known that a conjugate system may be preserved in an infinity of deformations, or one, or none, the latter being the general case. It is the purpose of this paper to determine the transformations P whose surfaces of center admit one deformation into surfaces of center of transformations P.
It is shown that the only surfaces S admitting such transformations P have the same spherical representation of their lines of curvature as isothermic surfaces, and that every surface of this type admits such transformations.
The conjugate system on the surface S is a system 20, to use the notation of Guichard.
A conjugate system remaining conjugate in a single deformation is called a permanent conjugate system. The present investigation carries [October with it the determination of all permanent conjugate systems which are 20. It shows also that any conjugate system having the same spherical representation as a permanent system 20 is of this kind also.
Evidently when one sheet of an envelope of spheres is a point or a plane the transformation is of the type R. Hence a special class of the solutions of our problem, include all transformations R whose surfaces of center may be deformed so that in the new position the spheres pass through a point or are tangent to a plane, which we have shown to be respectively transformations Dm of isothermic surfaces,* and transformations Em of surfaces with isothermal representations of their lines of curvature, t When our general results are applied to the transformations Dm of isothermic surfaces, we are led to the transformations Tm of these surfaces discovered by BianchiJ and expressed intrinsically.
The present results give a geometrical basis to these transformations and other observations made recently by Bianchi. §
Transformations of ribaucour
Let S be a surface referred to its lines of curvature, u = const., v = const.; x, y, z, its cartesian coordinates; X, Y, Z, the direction-cosines of its normal; pi, p2, its principal radii of normal curvature.
These quantities satisfy the following equations of Rodrigues:|| dx dX " dx dX « du + P*du-= 0> dv+02Tv=°-Darboux^ has shown that if X and p are any two functions satisfying the equations dX , du ôX du
on the surface S whose coordinates x0, y0, z0 are given by
the parametric curves form a conjugate system, and that the spheres with centers on S and whose radii are given by X/m give a transformation R of S, and the most general one. We shall now find the expressions for the cartesian coordinates x\,y\, zi of the transform Si.
*Rendiconti dei Lincei, ser. 5, vol. 24 (1915) , p. 351. tAnnals of Mathematics, ser. 2, vol. 17 (1915) , pp. 64-71. t A n n a 1 i di Matemática, ser. 3, vol. 12 (1906), pp. 19-54. §Rendiconti dei Lincei, ser. 5, vol. 24 (1915) If X', Y', Z'; X", Y", Z" denote the direction-cosines of the tangents to the curves v = const., u = const, respectively on S, we have* x, _ 1 dx = J^ dx
The equation of the sphere of radius \/p and center (3) is reducible to
where Xi, ylt Zi are current coordinates. The equations obtained by differentiating this equation with respect to u and v arê
These three equations may be replaced by
where m is a constant, and the functions a, ß, a are subject to the conditions (6) a2 + ß2 + p2 = 2m\tr, and f=«VF, f^ = /3V0.
du dv
Comparing equations (1) and (2), we see that X is a solution of the equation satisfied by x, y, z, that is, the point equation for S. Expressing this condition, we find the expressions for da/dv and dß/du in the fundamental equations (I) below. The third and fourth of equations (I) below follow from the * E., p. 157.
f Algebraic signs are given to these direction-cosines so that we have
[October first two and (2). The functions k and I in the fifth and sixth of equations (I) may be taken as defined by these equations. The expressions for da/du and 3/3/3» are a consequence of the differentiation of (6). The fundamental system is dp _ Vf dp. _ V0
The last two of these equations must be satisfied in order that the conditions of integrability of the derivatives of a and ß shall be satisfied; in deriving them we make use of the Gauss and Codazzi equations for S, namely 3/J_3VF\ 3 / 1 3V0\ VF0 _ 3i) \ V0 du / + ¿w \ VF 3m / pi p2 '
A/^n_I^!I 3 /V0\ 13V0 3b \ pi / p2 3c ' du\ p2 ) pi du Equations (I) form a completely integrable system of differential equations and each set of solutions satisfying (6) gives a surface Si, which, as we shall show, is a Ribaucour transform of S. Since the preceding equations are analogous to (1), we know that the lines of curvature on Si are parametric, and that pu and pi2, given by (12), are the principal radii of normal curvature of Si. Hence Theorem 1. Every set of solutions of equations (I) which satisfy the quadratic relation (6) determines a transformation R of S.
In consequence of (10) equation (5) can be given the form (13) xi-x=£(Xi-X). When S is deformed into the surface of centers S' of another transformation R, the functions of the latter must necessarily give equivalent expressions for Eo, Fo, and G0. Since the spheres are unaltered in size, the functions X' and p' are given by
where p is a factor of proportionality.* We call S' and Sj the two sheets of the new transformation R and indicate by primes all functions belonging to the latter.
From (14) and analogous equations we have
In order that the expressions (16) may be equal to similar ones for S', we must have in consequence of (18) of _ a2 ß^_ _ £ / -p2' / -p2-Because of (17) these may be replaced by
When these values are substituted in equations analogous to the first two of (I), we find for the determination of o * By thus fixing the signs of X' and yl we have merely chosen the positive direction of the normal to S'.
f The choice of these signs is merely equivalent to determining the signs of the square roots of E' and G' hereafter.
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Moreover, equations (18) are reducible to
If these equations be differentiated with respect to v and u respectively and in the reduction use be made of the Codazzi equations (7) and similar ones for S', we get V0í dv +v0~dir-"xH£ -V£)'
Vf-d^+VF^M-= x^G + V^-When these expressions are substituted in the Gauss equation for S', analogous to (7), we are led to the condition
If we choose the constant m' of the new transformation P equal to m, it follows from the foregoing results and (6) that (24) o-' = ptr.
In order that p', a', ß', and a', as given by (17), (19), and (24), shall satisfy equations for S' analogous to (I) we must have k' -k+ Vf-Vf? = 0,
V + 1-Vö -V07 =0.
Moreover, these equations satisfy equations similar to the last two of (I) when (23) is satisfied.
3. Equations in reduced form. The inverse of a transformation P Equation (23) may be replaced by the two equations
where 6 is a function to be determined by the equation (22). Reviewing the [October preceding discussion, we note that when such a function 6 is known, the surface S' is defined intrinsically by (26) and (21).
When the values (26) of VF' and V07 are substituted in (22), we get for the determination of 8 (27) (« + tvS-(/-0(* + i)(|(« + »)-^î^).
These equations are satisfied by e* = 1. In this case S' is congruent to S . Another constant solution is e0 = -1. Now equations (26) become (28) Vf7= -jfc, V07 = I.
Comparing these equations with (11) and (21) with (12), we see that S' is Si, the transform of S, and consequently its transform Si is S. By means of the foregoing results we shall then be able to find the expressions for the functions X-1, p~l, a-1, ß"1, &~~l by which S is obtained from Si. In fact,
from (20) we have, to within a negligible constant factor, p = 1/Xc. Consequently from (17), (19), and (24) we have <*>**-*. **-£. ***£. ^ = -i' °-1 = l
It is readily shown that these expressions satisfy equations for Si analogous to (I). 4. Solution of equations (27) In view of the foregoing results, we are concerned with the solutions of equations (27) The condition of integrability of (30) is reducible to
If L = M = 0, there are an infinity of deformations of the kind sought.
Bianchi has solved this problem and hence we exclude it from our consideration.
Substituting the expression for e2e from (32) in (30), we get du\M) = 2\l ~Mjdu~' dv\~Lj = 2\1 ~T)lh-
The integrals of these equations are
where U and V are functions of u and v respectively. Since we have excluded the case e2$ = 1, neither U nor V can be zero. The consistency of these equations necessitates UV -Ue2B -Ve2A = 0, which in consequence of (31) is equivalent to
Because of the significance of k and I as shown by (11), we know that the parameters m and v of the lines of curvature on S can be chosen so that U and V may be replaced by constants, which it is convenient to take as ± 4. Hence we have for consideration the three cases By means of (I) and (40) we find that the condition of integrability of these equations reduces to It is our purpose to show that an orthogonal system on the unit sphere satisfying this condition represents the lines of curvature of two isothermic surfaces, which are the Christoffel transforms of one another by definition.
In the case of an isothermic surface, equation (44) The Codazzi equations (7) replaced by dp _ Vf dp _ V0 3m pi ' dv Pi da 1 3 VI VF " ¡-.
■=-= --¡= -=-ß + p-+ 2m \Xo-e cosh co, In consequence of these equations, the expressions for k and I of the surface Si, namely (51) h = 2^cosh co -VF, Z = 2^/-sinh co -V0, satisfy the last two of equations (I). Moreover, it is readily seen that du\ldv) ~ dv\kdu)' so that Si is a surface satisfying (43), as was evident from general considerations.
From (26) and (39) we have (52) VF' = VF --\Pe-u, -V07 = V0 + aJ-e-, and from (25) (53) k' = yj^s -Vf, -v -\fè<r -V0.
Equations (22) (6) ko-= ko-, a = r-,-.
X + c
Substituting these values in (I), we find that jfe =^{k(k + c) +cfE), Z = ^(Z(X + c) + cV0).
If Si denotes the corresponding transform of S, it follows from (10) that Si and Si correspond with parallelism of tangent planes.
For any transformation P the tangent planes to S are normal to the lines joining corresponding points on S and Si. From (5) and (55) it follows that S and S, the surface of centers of the transformation P, correspond with parallelism of tangent planes.
When these results are applied to the type of transformations P given by (50) we have co = CO.
[October 7. When S is an isothermic surface From (2) it follows that p satisfies the tangential equation of S, that is the equation satisfied by the direction-cosines of the normal to S. Hence if S is any surface having the same spherical representation of its lines of curvature as S, the function p and the function X, given by equations for S analogous to (2), determine a transformation P for S. We say that this transformation of S is obtained from the given transformation P of S by a transformation of Combescure. From this result it is clear that if we find all the transformations P of the type (50) of isothermic surfaces, all the other solutions of our problem are obtainable from these by transformations of Combescure.
Accordingly we confine ourselves hereafter to the case where S is an isothermic surface.
When S is isothermic, the parameters of the lines of curvature may be chosen so that (56) VË = V0 = e*. 
¿fc£-")-(^-')(iï-£). ¿(^_,)_(^_,)(g_£).
and the last two of equations (50) 
3X , 3X
3m = e*a' dv=e*P> dp _ _e^_ dp _ _e* 3m pi ' dv p2 and from (51) From the general results of this paper it follows that S' has the same spherical representation of its lines of curvature as two isothermic surfaces, say S and S'.
From (54) it follows that this spherical representation is determined by XT, JË' e* pe~* r-V07 e* u . Since S and S' have the same spherical representation of their lines of curvature as S', a transformation P of each of these surfaces is given by taking for p the value of u' in (63). From the third and fourth of equations (I) we see that the corresponding functions a and ß differ at most in signs from a' and ß' as given by (63). We consider the two surfaces separately. The isothermic surface defined by (70) has been considered by Bianchi;* he calls the process by which it is obtained from S and the functions of a transformation Dm of S the transformation Tm determined by the given Dm. This transformation was defined intrinsically by Bianchi without any indication of its geometrical relation to S.
We shall now apply the results of § 8 to these surfaces S and S', by deforming the surfaces of center S and S' of the transformations D-m of these surfaces defined by (67) and (69). *Annali di matemática, ser. 3, vol. 12 (1906), pp. 19-54. Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 30 [October We call (S') the surface analogous to S'. From (61) and (64) we find that its fundamental functions are given by ( VF') = (o-e* + Xe-*), ( Vß') --(<re* -Xcr*), fVF/\ e* (<G'\ _e\
Hence (S' ) has the same spherical representation of its lines of curvature as Si. Furthermore, from equations analogous to (65) and (66), we find that the surfaces ( S ), ( S' ) analogous to S, S' are defined by Let »So be the surface of centers of the spheres enveloped by S' and Si, the latter being a point, say 0.
Corresponding normals to S', S, and S' are parallel. In like manner, the normals to Si and S¡ are parallel to the lines joining 0 to corresponding points of So • Hence the permanent conjugate system on So, that is the system corresponding to the lines of curvature on S, project upon the unit sphere with center_0 into the orthogonal system representing the lines of curvature on Si and Si. Applying the same reasoning to the transformation resulting from the deformation of S, the surface of centers of the spheres enveloped by S' and Si, we see that the lines joining 0 to points of So, the deform of S, are parallel to the normals to S. Furthermore, it is readily seen that S and So correspond with parallelism of tangent planes;
and likewise S and S0.* * The results of this paragraph were obtained by Bianchi by purely analytical processes as a result of his intrinsic definition of the transformation Tm. Cf. Rendiconti della R. Accademia dei Lincei, ser. 3, vol. 24 (1915), p. 386. 10. Case c =H 0 in equation (58) When we substitute the value (58) of u with c ={= 0 in equations (50) For the surface S' we have the functions VF' = e* -X-i-%-*, -V0' = e* +X-^V*,
VF? e* pX + c. V07 e*,pX-r-c. The last two are a consequence of (73) and of equations analogous to (12). From these expressions it is seen that Si is an isothermic surface. We shall now determine its relation to S.
It is readily seen that, if X, p, a, ß, a are solutions of equations (71), a set of solutions of (59) is given by
Hence these functions define a transformation ( Dm ) of S, and a comparison of (70) and (74) reveals the fact that SÍ, as given by (74) is homothetic to the transform of S by the Tm determined by ( Dm ).
When Si is a plane
From equations (21), (53), and equations for S' analogous to (12), we find the following expressions for the principal radii of normal curvature of Si : where 6 is a function thus defined. This condition is also sufficient; otherwise k', V, or both, is zero and the lines of curvature on Si are minimal. In consequence of (76) equations (50) Making use of (11) and (12) A'=-(^-+Vf), i'-V-V?, so that the parametric curves on the plane Si form an orthogonal system. Hence the permanent conjugate system on S0, the locus of centers of the spheres tangent to S' and Si, projects into an orthogonal system on the plane Si .t
Isothermic surfaces determined by a transformation Em
From the general theory of § 5 we know that there are two isothermic surfaces S and S' with the same spherical representation of their lines of curvature as S'. We proceed to their determination.
From (80) and (49) we find that the first fundamental coefficients of these surfaces are (82) ^ = ^ = ¿6*. \^' = -yß' = je-\ From (20), (80), and (78) it follows that we may take p = p/Xcr, so that the transformation R of S' into SÍ is given by ap ., ßp , P2 ,., P , P X7* ß = ~X7' M = XÍ' X = *' ff =x- From geometrical considerations we know that Si is a plane; it is referred to an orthogonal system whose coefficients are (85) P V P / P V P / When c = 0, the coordinate system on the plane Si is isothermal. Moreover, the functions (84) with c = 0 satisfy equations (59) The surface S¡ is a plane, and for c_= 0 we have a transformation Z>_m of S'.
The isothermic surfaces S and S' belong to the group discussed in § 8. For every transformation Em has for one of its Combescure transforms a Dm, namely the transformation of the minimal surface having the given isothermal spherical representation of its lines of curvature.
